It is shown that photometric systems in which the line blocking is small enough to be accurately determined, like the GRI colors of Stebbins and Whitford, the vby colors of Strömgren, or the VRIJK colors of Johnson offer a more reliable way to obtain the effective temperature of subdwarfs than the VBV system. From the available data on these different systems, it is established that the main sequence of extreme subdwarfs, late enough to be unevolved, is below the main sequence of non-metal-poor stars by an amount of 0.7 ± 0.3 mag. The conclusion that extreme subdwarfs have a normal helium-tohydrogen ratio seems unavoidable. Mild subdwarfs do not show any clear segregation from Population I, except perhaps ju Cassiopeiae. It is suggested that the smaller effect which should be observed for those stars is nearly cancelled by a residual evolution effect.
magnitude from their zero-age main sequence; and if they are now crossing the Hyades isochrone, it does not prove that they did not start below.
Therefore cooler subdwarfs would be much more relevant in this discussion. Unfortunately, the deblanketing procedure followed by Eggen and Sandage becomes very unsafe here, as these authors have stressed themselves. This remark gave us the motivation for reconsidering the problem of the location of subdwarfs in the (log T^ff, M&) diagram. We were greatly encouraged in doing so by a paper by Code (1959) , who found evidence from a (G -/) index similar to the G -/ of the six-color photometry that subdwarfs are located below the standard main sequence, in conflict with the Eggen and Sandage (1962) result.
Before going into more details, we would like to mention competitive methods for tackling the problem of the helium content of Population II.
First, it should be mentioned that the mass-luminosity relationship could also be used to check the helium content of subdwarfs. But the scarcity of reliable mass determinations for extreme subdwarfs makes this way somewhat discouraging. The theoretical study of the instability strip in the H-R diagram by Christy (1966) and the study of the further evolution of horizontal branch by Faulkner and Iben (1966) both favor a normal helium content {X = 0.60 to 0.70) in Population II.
All these approaches have the advantage of dealing with the global helium content of the star and not with the atmospheric one which might be affected by surface phenomena, especially in hotter members of Population II with a very shallow convective zone. The O 'Dell, Peimbert, and Kinman (1964) investigation of the chemical composition of the planetary nebula in M15 gives the very important result that its helium content is the same as in Population I, whereas the other light elements are depleted by about the same amount as the metals in the stars of the cluster.
On the other hand, Sargent and Searle (1966) and Greenstein and Münch (1966) have pointed out that the hottest members of Population II (horizontal-branch stars) show a considerable weakness in helium in their spectra. Whether this helium weakness does reflect a global helium deficiency of the original matter, or is connected with surface peculiarities (including helium weakness, as found by Sargent and Strittmatter (1966) in slow rotators) is still an open question (cf. theoretical investigation by G. S. Greenstein, Truran, and Cameron 1967) .
Another possible way to reach the helium content of subdwarfs would be to observe the He i X10830 line in normal dwarfs and in subdwarfs of the same effective temperature. The interpretation of such observations will, however, be delicate by reason of the fact that this line originates essentially only in active regions (Zirin and Dietz 1963) .
In § II we briefly discuss statistical effects which could bias the absolute magnitude of subdwarfs by reason of the smallness of their parallaxes. In § III we derive the effective temperature of subdwarfs and of normal dwarfs having good parallaxes from other sources than the UBV photometry. In § IV we discuss the results and we conclude that subdwarfs have nearly the same helium content as Population I stars.
II. ABSOLUTE BOLOMETRIC MAGNITUDES OF SUBDWARFS DERIVED FROM THEIR VISUAL APPARENT MAGNITUDES AND THEIR PARALLAXES
We do not intend to discuss here systematic errors in the measurement of the small parallaxes. We just follow the procedure given in the Yale catalogue (Jenkins 1952) to obtain the best estimate of the absolute parallax. But two kinds of statistical bias may affect the absolute magnitude derived from a small observed parallax wo by the formula:
The first bias comes from the fact that, if we assume a normal law for the error on the parallax, with a standard deviation a, we cannot adopt the probability distribution
for the true parallax because negative values of the true parallax are forbidden, whereas negative values of the observed parallax are not. The second bias is due to the fact that, if the error on the parallax has a symmetrical distribution (assumed here to be the Gauss law), the corresponding absolute magnitudes do not have a symmetrical distribution.
Let us first consider the first effect. It is reasonable to take as probability distribution for the true, unknown, and positive parallax n : dp exp
If, for example, no = 0, instead of making use of relation (1) and placing the star at infinity with an absolute magnitude -) it makes more sense to use equation (3) and to look for the median parallax nm such that one has a probability | of having (see Fig. 1 ) and a probability | of having n > n m . From the well-known properties of the normal law, one has in this particular case nm = 0.674o\ More generally the distribution law (3) can be written:
in which the notation "Erf" stands for "error function." It should be noted that no is allowed to be either positive or negative in equation (4). It is straightforward to establish that equation (4) is also valid when several observations rco.i, «0,2, , ^o,n are available. In such a case tto is to be taken as the arithmetical mean of ^0,1, . . . , wo,« and a must be replaced by a/y/n.
Because one usually considers parallaxes larger than O''035 (Eggen and Sandage 1962) a typical situation is wo = 0':040 .
The standard deviation can be obtained by multiplying the probable error given in the General Catalogue of Trigonometric Stellar Parallaxes (Jenkins 1952 ) by 1.48. The probable error is typically 0^007, and no/a is therefore about 4. The denominator in equation (4) is then Erf (4) = 0.99997 .
Even in the case of a rather poor parallax with a probable error of 0''014 one has and Erf (2) = 0.977
Therefore the truncation due to the non-allowance for negative true parallax does not significantly bias the equality 7C m ~ Wo .
Taking now for granted that this truncation error is negligible, we turn our attention to the probability law governing the absolute magnitudes. Let Mo = w + 5 log (tto'yo.10) be the absolute magnitude derived from the observed parallax, and M = w + 5 log (tt/0.10) the absolute magnitude corresponding to the true parallax Because of the singularity of the logarithm at the origin, very large negative absolute magnitudes have an appreciable probability of taking place. This circumstance makes the mean value of M of low significance, and divergent from the median value Mo:
In the two numerical cases already considered one obtains («0 = 0?040):
for <r = OTOIO, (M) = üf 0 -0.07 ; for <r = 0r020, <M> = üf 0 -0.29 . Fig. 1 .-Probability distribution of the true parallax tt when an observed value ttq is known. In abscissa is given the ratio (tt -to) A, where a is the assumed standard deviation of the normal law. The probability to have r smaller than to is not 50 per cent, but less. The median value x m giving equal probabilities for having t ^ 7r m cuts the area contained between the curve and the abscissa axis in two equal parts. One always has ir m > t 0 .
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We take into account this asymmetrical behavior of M versus « by representing each star by a dot corresponding to the median value Mo with a vertical straight segment; the segment extends upward to a magnitude such that one has only a 10 per cent probability that the star is brighter than the top of the segment, and extends downward to a magnitude such that one has a 10 per cent probability that the star is fainter than the bottom of the segment. The star has a probability of 80 per cent of being located on the segment. The length of the segment above the dot is always somewhat larger than the length below the dot because of the asymmetrical distribution of M in probability. The next problem is to transform the visual absolute magnitudes into bolometric absolute magnitudes. As noted by Eggen and Sandage, if two stars have the same effective temperature (5800° K) but not the same blanketing, the star with less blanketing is brighter in the ultraviolet and the blue, but fainter in the visible and the red, because there the backwarming effect overtakes the blocking effect. For cooler stars &M V tends to be nearly zero, this happening when the blocking on the V band becomes comparable to the integrated blocking. We estimate that the assumption that the bolometric correction is a function of the effective temperature alone and is independent of the metal content does not introduce an error larger than 0.05 mag.
We have adopted the bolometric correction found by Johnson (1964) . The bolometric correction shifting by the same amount the position of Population I stars and of metalpoor stars of the same effective temperature, its values are not critical in this investigation.
III. DETERMINATION OF EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES OF SUBDWARFS FROM THEIR COLORS d) Choice of a Proper Index
If reliable effective temperatures are wanted for stars as late as Groombridge 1830 (which is a key star, being cool enough to be unevolved, and having the best trigonometric parallax from all known subdwarfs earlier than M type) the UBV system becomes untractable. One possibility would be to select an index in a spectral region practically free of lines as the (R + I) -(/ + K) combination chosen by Johnson (1964) . But it is well known that, when two atmospheres have the same effective temperature but different amounts of line blocking, they do not have the same line-free colors. To achieve the same effective temperature, the line-rich atmosphere must be slightly hotter, producing a bluer line-free color (backwarming effect). Therefore, if two stars have identical line-free colors but widely different metal contents, they do not have the same effective temperature; the metal-rich star having a slightly lower effective temperature than the metal-poor star. A better choice is then to select a not entirely line-free index for which the blocking on the short-wavelength color is slightly higher than the blocking on the long-wavelength color in such a way that the excess of blocking just compensates for the backwarming effect. A few indices have been tried for this purpose. Table 1 gives the properties of the tried indices.
The following relationships, derived from model computations (Cayrel and Jugaku 1963; Swihart and Fischel 1960; Pagel 1966) , have been assumed between the variation of the indices and those of the parameter:
Aden = 0.667A (B -R), Aden = 0.29A (V -K), Ad e n = 1.36A (b -y) .
It must be stressed that these linear relations are not of general use but are intended to be a reasonable approximation in the range of effective temperature 5000 o -6000° K. ROGER CAYREL
The relationship between 0 e ff and Strömgren's index (b -y) 0.15Ami has been taken from the calibration of the Hyades by Oke and Conti (1966) combined with the observations of the same stars by Crawford and Perry (1966) . This relationship has been extended to later types by the use of uvby data kindly made available to us by B. Ström-gren, plotted against effective temperatures derived from the B -F index [TJBV system) thanks to Oke and Conti (1966) calibration. The resulting relation is given in Table 2 .
The main difficulty is to know if the indices that are good effective temperature indicators near GO are still approximately valid near K0. The lack of blanketing measurements for late-type stars prevents investigating this point with accuracy. Nevertheless the indices G -I and V -K ào not depend critically on what is assumed on the blocking because the base line is large and the blocking does not likely pass 0.12 on the V color and 0.10 on the G color at K0 (Milford 1950) . Table 1 clearly shows that {G -I) and {V -K) are reliable effective temperature criteria. The (b -y) c too is certainly very good near GO, but as long as the blocking is not accurately known near KO, (b -y) c is not quite as safe as G -/ or F -K there because its base line is shorter. b) Plot of Mb versus log T e u with log T e u Derived from the G -I Color It is possible to obtain the G -/ index for a number of stars having good parallaxes including a few subdwarfs. Stebbins and Whitford (1945) , Stebbins and Kron (1956) , Code (1959) , and Pagel (1966) (this last paper including unpublished material obtained by Whitford and Sears) are the sources which have been used to build Table 3 . The zero point of the relation, allowing one to obtain 0 e ff from G -I, has been chosen following Pagel (1966) , in such a way that the effective temperature at G2 V stars be 5800° K. That leads to 0eff = 0.933 + 0.489 (G -/) . The difference between the coefficient 0.489 in relation (8) and the coefficient 0.455 in Pagel (1966) comes from the difference between the effective temperature scale of Swihart and Fischel (1960) and the more empirical one used by Cayrel and Jugaku (1963) and in this paper. A similar remark applies to all coefficients in expression (7). The parallaxes are taken from Jenkins (1952) . The bolometric correction is taken from Johnson (1964) after a correction by 0.07 to have all bolometric corrections negative or zero. The (log Teff, Mi) points from Table 3 are plotted on Figure 2 . The uncertainty on M& is indicated by a segment as explained in § II. It is clear from Figure 2 that the extreme subdwarfs {squares) lie below the main sequence of normal field stars at least when their effective temperature is below 5600° K. This diagram will be discussed in more detail in § IV. It must be mentioned that two stars, HD 108177 and HD 163810, have no reliable trigonometric parallax but their distance was derived assuming that they are members, the first one of Eggen's group with (£/, V) near (-160, -320), and the second one of the Groombridge 1830 group.
c) Plot of Mb versus log T e u with log Teff Derived from {b -y) c
This plot (Fig. 3) has, unfortunately, few stars in common with the preceding one (in particular only three extreme subdwarfs, Groombridge 1830, HD 19445, and HD Fig. 2 .-Diagram (log T att , M h ), with log r e ff derived from (G -I) index. The dots stand for Population I stars, the circles tor mildly metal-deficient stars, and the squares for more extreme metal-poor stars. The vertical segments give an estimate of the accuracy of the parallaxes (see § II for more details). The horizontal segments indicate by how much the representative points of late subdwarfs would be moved if a better blanketing correction had been applied near log T e u = 3.7. The dotted line is a tentative age sequence for extreme subdwarfs. 64090). The extreme subdwarfs clearly show again a tendency to evolve from a sequence significantly below the main sequence of the Hyades. The Hyades stars are taken from Crawford and Perry (1966) . The other stars are listed in Table 4 . Most of them are taken from a list by Strömgren (1964) . The uvby photometry of the remaining stars has been kindly supplied by Strömgren. This sample is interesting for the fact that it contains typical stars of "intermediate" population. Stars with a moderate metal deficiency do not show any clear tendency to lie below the Hyades. That will be discussed in § IV. Fig. 3 .-Diagram (log r e ff, Mb) with log T etl derived from {b -y) corrected for blanketing. Symbols are as in Fig. 2 . The crosses stand for the Hyades. The absolute bolometric magnitudes are not identical with those of Fig. 2 because the bolometric correction is a function of log F e ff which in turn is slightly different when derived from (G -I) or {b -y) c .
It should be noted that the zero point of the relation between the indices G -I or (b -y) c and the effective temperature does not matter here because we are interested only in the relative positions of stars having different metal content and not in their absolute positions.
d) Plot of M h versus [(£ + /)-(/ + K)]
This plot (Fig. 4) contains only one extreme subdwarf, Groombridge 1830. Nevertheless, because of the great weight of this star, it is worthwhile to notice that even with an index practically free of line blocking, Groombridge 1830 lies below the Population I stars. This fact was already noticed by Johnson (1964) . It must be remembered that if Groombridge 1830 was on the same main sequence as Population I stars in the (log r e ff, Mb) diagram, this star should appear brighter and not fainter than Population I stars in The RISK data are taken from Johnson, Mitchell, Iriarte, and Wizniewski (1966) . Table 5 shows the similarity between the energy distribution of Groombridge 1830 and that of e Vir in the line-free region. On this ground it is expected that Groombridge 1830 has an effective temperature not less than 4940° K.
e) Effective Temperature of Groombridge 1830 Derived from Its Line Spectrum
The spectrum of Groombridge 1830 has been observed at high dispersion by Greenstein and the equivalent widths of the lines have been measured by Jugaku (1960) . From the computations made by Demarque (1960) , it is clear that the radius of a star of a given mass does not appreciably depend upon its chemical composition. Therefore, the surface gravity of a subdwarf is the same as the surface gravity of a normal star having the same mass. This surface gravity is nearly constant along the main sequence and equal to log g = 4.5. The fact that Groombridge 1830 is unevolved and has a known gravity, allows us to use the ionization ratios Fe n/Fe i, Ti n/Ti i, Cr n/Cr I to determine the temperature of its atmosphere. It is found, making use of the table of Cayrel and Jugaku (1963) , that the effective temperature of Groombridge 1830 is at least equal to and possibly somewhat higher than 5000° K. Comparing this effective temperature 
Groombridge 1830 with the effective temperature of the two dwarfs HD 190404 and HD 219134 determined by G. Cayrel de Strobel (1966) , one arrives at the conclusion that Groombridge 1830 is underluminous for its effective temperature by 0.75 mag. Summing up, we conclude that Groombridge 1830 is underluminous by at least 0.4 mag and at the most 1 mag.
f) Discussion of the UBV Data
Because our result is in contradiction to the Eggen and Sandage (1962) statement that the subdwarfs do not depart significantly from the main sequence of the Hyades in a (log Teff, Mb) diagram, it is of interest to re-examine the UBV data in the light of the present investigation.
In Figure 5 is plotted the Hyades two-color (U -B, B -V) line, the position of Groombridge 1830, the blanketing line assumed by Eggen and Sandage, and the blanketing line connecting Groombridge 1830 to the point corresponding to the effective temperature attributed to the star by this investigation. It is visible that a minor change in the slope of the blanketing line is enough to bring the UBV determination in agreement with our own determination. It may be relevant to mention at this point that the slope of the blanketing line for Groombridge 1830 is determined in the Eggen and Sandage paper by extrapolation of the variations of the slope for stars of earlier types. The latest star for which the measurement of blocking could be performed is 51 Pegasi. This star is taken from Melbourne (1960) , who indicates that the blanketing correction is probably insufficient for this object at all wavelengths short ward of 4200 Â. It is therefore not at all unlikely that the increase of the slope of the blanketing line for cooler stars has been underestimated. Because of the rather small difference between the slope of the blanketing line and the slope of the Hyades line in the two-color diagram near ROGER CAYREL Vol. 151 -F ~ 0.90, a small error in the slope of the blanketing line results in a quite significant error on the B -V corrected to the Hyades and on the effective temperature. We conclude that there is no real discrepancy between Eggen and Sandage's analysis and ours in view of the quite low accuracy attainable with the UBV photometry for late objects. Eggen and Sandage (1962) have given their result for Groombridge 1830 in brackets, meaning that it could be doubtful; and Wildey, Burbidge, Sandage, and Burbidge (1962) 
IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION
It may be relevant to check the assumption implicitly made in equation (8) that the stratification in a subdwarf atmosphere is similar to that of a Population I star. If, for example, the convective transport is much more effective in the denser subdwarf atmosphere, then in a normal star it could be that G -I would be altered. From computations made by Dennis (1967) , it is clear that it is not the case and that G -/ is not affected by more than 0.01 mag by the change in convective transport efficiency. However, the ultraviolet is affected by this phenomenon.
The more interesting implication of the preceding section is of course that we cannot allow helium to be deficient in subdwarfs if we want to account for the downward shift of their main sequence by 0.7 mag or so. From recent unpublished computations of stellar interiors by Demarque and Schlesinger (1967) it is possible to have the variation of the bolometric magnitude If & at a given effective temperature when Z (heavyelement content) is varied alone, X being kept equal to 0.67. The results of Demarque and Schlesinger can be represented by the empirical formula AM& = 1.1 A log (Z + 0.003).
If it is assumed that Z = 0.02 for Population I and that extreme subdwarfs are metalpoor by a factor of 10 to 40, one obtains a shift for the main sequence of 0.7 to 0.9 mag, just as is observed. If the extreme subdwarfs were helium-poor in the same proportion we would have also a brightening approximately given by (Iben 1963) AM& = 2.2 AX ^ 0.6 mag , reducing the shift down to 0.1 to 0.3 mag.
It is not of course possible to rule out the possibility that the helium content of subdwarfs is only slightly below the Population I value, for example, lower by less than a No. 3, 1968 THEORETICAL H-R DIAGRAM 1009 factor of 2. The corresponding brightening would be smaller than the errors involved in this analysis and than the effect of the uncertainty in the value of Z for Population I. Because this paper is a differential study between metal-rich and metal-poor stars and because we use theoretical results also only differentially, our conclusions are not sensitive to a particular choice of the ratio of mixing length to scale height. We assume that the same ratio is to be used in both the metal-poor and the metal-rich star. This assumption is reasonable.
There is a trend in Figures 2 and 3 for the hottest subdwarfs to be closer to Population I main sequence than cooler subdwarfs similar to Groombridge 1830. Can that be an evolution effect? Recent investigations by Demarque (1966a, b) allow us to answer this question. The isochrone of helium-normal, metal-poor models fitting at best the globular cluster diagrams corresponds to an age of about 12 X 10 9 years and has its turning point near log = 3.8. It is therefore quite likely that the subdwarf sequence crosses the Hyades main sequence near Ten = 6200° K.
It might be possible to interpret the puzzling position of HD 140283 as an underestimate of its absolute magnitude (from the three determinations of its parallax one is three times smaller than the adopted mean value) and to consider the possibility that this star has already passed the turnoff point. We understand that its spectroscopic gravity would favor this interpretation (Strom and Cohen 1967) .
More puzzling is the fact that mild subdwarfs having a metal deficiency of a factor of 2-3 do not show any trend to be located below the main sequence of Population I. As a metal content decrease is much more efficient from Z = 0.02 to Z = 0.01 (AM 0.3 mag) than any subsequent decrease by another factor of 2, we should expect mild subdwarfs to show about half the shift found for extreme subdwarfs. It is not the case, with the single exception of ju Cassiopiae. We would be inclined to think that, if mild subdwarfs do not show this effect, it is because they evolve slightly faster than extreme subdwarfs and that their evolution away from the main sequence compensates for their initial loss of magnitude. There is some indication that, if they are not below the Hyades main sequence, they are indeed below Population I stars of their age. This paper does not lead to any revision of the absolute magnitude of RR Lyrae because the procedure followed by Eggen and Sandage (1962) to get it is independent of any blanketing theory.
We conclude by saying that, after all, subdwarfs might exist in the (log T e n, Mb) diagram and that after having expressed regrets at having misnamed them (Burbidge and Burbidge 1958) , astronomers may come back to older views. This existence has the implication that subdwarfs are not significantly helium-poor. It is interesting to note that all investigations bearing on the internal structure of stars do favor a normal helium content in Population II, the only argument against coming from the atmospheric composition of halo B hot stars.
The results of this investigation could be invalid only if the blanketing (yellow region) in the late G and early K dwarfs had been drastically underestimated. Such measurements are just now being undertaken and will be reported in a later paper. Our present feeling is that no basic change in the results given here is to occur.
